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Notes for Teachers 
 

CAD exercise to design a pot noodle holder to fit a standard pot noodle pot 
 

1. Students need to measure an actual pot noodle pot to ensure the pot noodle holder will fit.  
Use the Measurement sheet to record dimensions.  It is a good idea to use calipers to 
measure the radius of the pot at the top of the pot holder. 
 

2. It is important to allow a bit of wriggle room between the edge of the pot and the pot holder 
so it is easy to take it in and out, and due allow for print tolerances with the 3D printer.  A 
suggested amount of 2.5mm all the way round is suggested on the measurement sheet. 
 

3. These pots take about 3 or 4 hours to print! 

 

 

Observations when doing this task with Year 7 and Year 8 mixed ability students  

The students really enjoyed using the Revolve tool for this task.  The most able CAD users completed 

this task very quickly and found it easy.  Some took the measurements but then just used the video 

and/or written instructions to get the basic method, then did their own design. Other able students, 

quickly completed the set design then went on to make another pot of their own design – some with 

lids.  Examples below: 

 
 

A number of students needed help and/or reassurance taking the measurements and calculating the 

radius measurement – typically they may not immediately realise that the allowances for the 

‘wriggle room’ and pot wall thickness, need adding to the equation twice.  A small number of 

students were totally confident taking the measurements and completing the measurement sheet, 

but the measurements were wrong!  So best to check each one or do peer checking.  

A few forgot to click on their sketch before starting to draw the finger grips with the 3 point arc 

shapes, so were then unable to trim out the sides of the indents. 

To explain the basic method of using the revolve tool, it was helpful to 

have a printed half pot holder with the profile section coloured in – the 

students could be shown the profile to sketch in CAD and then explain 

how the profile shape is revolved round 360° to form the pot. 

The files for this half pot are available to download on the website. 


